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Mobile Fence M450 + Corner Brackets

Specifications

Very safe, yet difficult to climb temporary fencing
Anti-Climb mobile fence is extremely hard to climb
The best solution for ease of use in areas that demand high security. M450 temporary fencing from Heras has the same constructional qualities as the 
M500 Anti-Climb temporary fencing, but with an adapted mesh. The mesh size of both fences is the same, which makes climbing over difficult. The 
height of the mesh in the M450 temporary fencing is higher. As a result, less steel is needed for the mesh. The result is a lower weight. 
 
• Difficult to climb
• Smooth top (no points)
• Firm and stable 
 
A safe, durable mobile fence that can be erected quickly
The mesh of this pre-galvanised temporary fencing has no sharp zinc residues, making this temporary fencing safe for the hands. This fence can be 
set up by one person (field research has shown greater distances of this temporary fencing can be erected in a shorter time). We recommend using 
the Heras Fence Carrier when the fencing is being set up by 1 person. The M450 Anti-Climb temporary fencing is welded all around. This makes the 
fence also suitable for attaching banners. In addition, it is possible to add a custom mobile fence sign, which is visible on both sides of the fence line. 
 
Mobile fence with a strong frame
In addition to the basic version, this type of temporary fencing is also available with extra options. For example, the fence can be equipped with an 
additional vertical centre tube. This provides the frame with extra rigidity and reduces torsion in the temporary fencing. If you want to transport the 
fences in a lying position and/or load/unload a truck by hand, a horizontal centre tube can be added as an option. Do you have any other wishes? 
Contact our employees; they will be happy to help you.

Dimensions Width (mm) 3500

Dimensions Height (mm) 2000

Mesh opening Height (mm) 350

Mesh opening Width (mm) 40

Package quantity 68

Weight (Kg) 18.00

Disclaimer. There are no rights to be derived from the technical specification. You should 
always consider up to 10% tolerance deviations. Heras herewith complies with NEN-EN 
10305-3 © Heras.


